AGENDA

Meeting of the Corman Park - Saskatoon District Planning Commission
Wednesday, August 4, 2021 at 11:45 a.m.
Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/338259949
You can also dial in using your phone
Canada: +1 (647) 497-9373
Access Code: 338-259-949
New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/338259949

Agenda Item

Application

Page #

1. Call the Meeting to Order
2. Land Acknowledgment
3. Approval of the Agenda
4. Approval of the Minutes of the April 7, 2021 Meeting

Attached

5. Business Arising from the Minutes
a)

Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth (P4G) Update – New
Update

2

b)

North Concept Plan – New Update

3

c)

South East Concept Plan – New Update

4

d)

R.M. Floodplain Policy Update – New Update

4

6. Rezoning Application(s)
a)

None

-

7. Rezoning & Subdivision Application(s)
a)

None

-

8. Subdivision Application(s)
a)

Sherri Lee & Leonard Marquis and Riley & Emily Ness – Parcel
H, NE 33-35-5-W3

6

9. Discretionary Use Application(s)
a)

The Manitoba-Saskatchewan Conference of the Seventh Day
Adventist Church – Parcel B, NW 34-35-5-W3

29

1

10. Textual Amendments
a)

None

-

R.M. Staffing Update

88

11. Other
a)

12. Adjournment

DELEGATIONS:
None
5. Business Arising from the Minutes:
a) Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth (P4G) Update – New Update
At the June 6, 2016 meeting, an item was added to the Business Arising section of the DPC
agenda as an ongoing update. The P4G is made up of the Regional Oversight Committee (ROC)
and the Planning and Administration Committee (PAC).
A new Planning District is being created, including membership from all five P4G partners. This
will include expanded Planning District boundaries as well as an expanded 13 voting member
District Planning Commission. In order to create the new P4G Planning District, a new P4G
Official Community Plan (OCP), P4G Planning Agreement and P4G Zoning Bylaw must be
drafted and given Ministerial approval by the Ministry of Government Relations (the Ministry).
The joint public hearing for the P4G OCP was held on September 24, 2020. Chief Delorme from
the Cowessess First Nation spoke and four written submissions were received as part of the
public hearing. All five P4G Councils unanimously approved the bylaws for the planning district
agreement and OCP during the respective Council meetings after the public hearing.
The drafting of the District Zoning Bylaw has been completed. The District Zoning Bylaw was
provided at the May 27, 2021 ROC meeting where it was referred to Corman Park for
consideration and to begin the bylaw approval process. At the June 14, 2021 meeting of R.M.
Council, first reading was given to the District Zoning Bylaw, which can be found at
http://rmcormanpark.ca/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=386. The District Zoning Bylaw is currently being
advertised. The public hearing will be held at the August 16, 2021 meeting of R.M. Council. After
approval of the District Zoning Bylaw, the P4G District OCP, Planning District Agreement and
District Zoning Bylaw will be sent to the Province for review and Ministerial approval and
establishment of the P4G Planning District.
The current Corman Park-Saskatoon DPC will continue operating until the new P4G Planning
District is in place and transitioned over to the new P4G DPC. Membership for the new P4G
DPC is expected to be begin shortly once the documents have been submitted to the Ministry.
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Each P4G municipality is allowed 2 municipal representatives (minimum one elected official) and
will participate in the selection of the 3 joint members for a total DPC voting membership of 13.
The P4G Director, Neal Sarnecki, resigned effective July 30, 2021; a strategic planning session
will be undertaken this fall by the P4G members to discuss the requirements for staffing of P4G.
At this time, no major effects on the current or future Planning District is anticipated by the
resignation; R.M. Administration will be the point of contact on P4G until strategic planning has
been undertaken. The rest of the PAC membership is involved in specific projects or duties to
supplement the work being undertaken by P4G.
Additional updates will be provided once available.
b) North Concept Plan (NCP) – New Update
Given the development pressures in the northern part of the P4G area, it was determined that a
concept plan should be undertaken to help guide land use decisions. Generally concept plans
describe the proposed land uses, density of development, servicing schemes and phasing. The
work, including project management, is being done by the City of Saskatoon planning and
engineering staff with oversight and direction provided by P4G. The project began in May 2019.
The project website is www.partnershipforgrowth.ca/north-concept-plan/.
A presentation by the project manager, Ty Czerniak, was provided to the Commission at the
October 2, 2019 meeting. The presentation highlighted five areas of NCP focus - engagement
plan, land use strategy, transportation strategy, servicing strategy and natural area screening.
On February 12, 2020 a come-and-go stakeholder event was hosted by the project team at the
Northridge Centennial Community Centre in Martensville. Approximately 80 people were in
attendance. At this event, stakeholders could discuss the scope and ongoing progress of the
concept plan, ask questions and share their interests in the plan.
The project manager presented to the Commission at the July 8, 2020 meeting, focusing on the
work completed to date, future engagement and final steps to finish the project.
A second engagement session, which was held online via the project website, began on August
3-21, 2020 to share the major components of the draft plan, including existing conditions, land
use and servicing. Information gathered at this event helped determine the final concept plan
framework as the project draws into its final stages of completion.
A draft report was provided on January 15, 2021 for municipal review until February 5, 2021.
Based on this municipal review additional revisions were required to the final plan. An updated
final draft was recently provided to the municipalities for final comment. Project meetings took
place on July 27, 2021 prior to the departure of the P4G Director to finalize the last project
deliverables and make a plan for finalizing the wording of the NCP. The NCP is expected to be
finalized in August and be presented for DPC, ROC and Council endorsements as necessary
following that.
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c) South East Concept Plan (SECP) – New Update
The SECP began in January 2021 and is halfway done. The project is into the servicing,
infrastructure and financing tasks.
Over the past few months, work and discussions have been ongoing for interim servicing options
in the study area. A final draft of the Natural Area Screening (NAS) was also submitted by the
consultants June 17, 2021. The NAS did a high-level review of environmental features in the
study area, identifying wetlands, plant and animal species and soil capabilities. There was a high
density of wetlands reported in the area and it is recommended protection and connectivity be
maintained of the higher class waterbodies. Contamination of some areas were identified and it
is recommended a Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) be completed. Three plant
species at risk were identified and 11 bird species that are provincially listed were noted. A
Heritage Resource Impact Assessment (HRIA) is recommended as well as pre-development
surveys for species at risk. Native pasture was identified along the western side of the study
area and may serve as a quality wildlife corridor. Further assessment and consideration for
conservation is recommended. These recommendations and when they should be completed
will be considered in the final SECP.
Two workshops were facilitated by Urban Systems; one in April and one in May to discuss
servicing potential in the interim. The first workshop was administrations from the R.M. of
Corman Park and the City of Saskatoon. The intent of the workshop was to determine the vision
each municipality has for the area and to come up with evaluation criteria for obtaining that
vision. The results provided four approaches to servicing the area in the interim.
The second workshop was with the steering committee, which includes membership from
Ministry of Highways, Water Security Agency, English River First Nation and Cowessess First
Nation. The intent of this workshop was to present the servicing options and obtain feedback
from their industry’s perspective.
The workshops provided direction for potential servicing options and Urban Systems continues
to refine these options. Discussions are ongoing with Corman Park and Saskatoon in regards to
servicing, infrastructure and land development. Meetings and discussions have occurred and
are ongoing with stakeholders and potential service providers in the area with Urban Systems
providing a summary of these discussions. The DPC can expect to see this summary at a future
update.
The next couple of months will see interim servicing being finalized as well as proposed land
use development and rural to urban transition. Updates on the SECP will be provided to the
Commission when available.
d) R.M. Floodplain Policy Update – New Update
As members of the Commission will recall, the R.M. contracted Stantec to undertake an update
to the R.M. and District Official Community Plan (OCP) and Zoning Bylaw which currently contain
a number of policies that do not meet current Statements of Provincial Interest (SPI).
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Over the past several months, Corman Park has been working with Stantec to review all
applicable background information including the SPI, existing municipal plans, past flooding
information, management and operations of Lake Diefenbaker Reservoir and Gardiner Dam and
recently completed hydraulic modelling and mapping studies, legislative authority and
comparison of best practices across Canada.
On June 7, 2021, representatives from Water Security Agency (WSA) and Community Planning
Branch, Ministry of Government relations presented to R.M. Planning Committee. The purpose
of the presentation was to provide R.M. Council with an understanding on historical flooding
events and how upstream impacts such as use of the Gardiner Dam impact the floodplain in
Corman Park. In addition, the presentation included discussion around the SPI and municipal
flooding policies. As a precursor to public engagement, R.M. Administration proposed this joint
presentation so that R.M. Council had an opportunity to learn about provincial flood policies and
understanding some of the information that would be provided with ratepayers.
On July 15, 2021, Corman Park and Stantec hosted an online presentation to provide ratepayers
with information regarding provincial legislation and flood policy and historical flooding events.
Representatives from WSA and Community Planning were also in attendance. The presentation
was recorded and put on the project website for later viewing http://rmcormanpark.ca/307/FloodPlain-Policy-Updates.
Over the next coming months, Stantec will draft content including OCP policies and Zoning
Bylaw regulations. Once those policies are drafted, we will go back to the public and engage
with them on the proposed regulations. Further updates on the flood study will be provided to
the Commission when available.
Commission Recommendation:
“That the updates on the Business Arising from the Minutes be received as information.”

6. Rezoning Applications(s):
None

7. Rezoning & Subdivision Applications(s):
None
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8. Subdivision Application(s)
a) SUBDIVISION 2021/09
Owner/Applicant:
Legal Land Description:
Council Division:
File Manager:

Sherri Lee & Leonard Marquis and Riley & Emily Ness
Parcel H, NE-33-35-5-W3
2
Jeremy Dela Cruz

1. Proposed Development:

Subdivision

2. Recommendation:
“That the application of Sherri Lee & Leonard Marquis and Riley & Emily Ness to subdivide
one 2.26 ha (5.57 acre) parcel labelled Parcel “H1” as shown on the revised Plan of Proposed
Subdivision submitted by Compass Geomatics Ltd. dated March 22, 2021 be APPROVED
subject to:
i. The applicant being solely responsible for all of the costs of the subdivision;
ii. Provision or relocation of utility services is at the applicant’s expense and responsibility to
the satisfaction of the affected utility departments;
iii. The installation of any new plumbing and sewage systems on proposed Parcel “H” shall
be permitted, inspected and approved by the Saskatchewan Health Authority;
iv. Completion of a detailed site investigation of Parcel “H” as described by the
Saskatchewan Onsite Wastewater Disposal Guide, to be completed by a qualified septic
installer or equivalent, to determine if the site has any additional complexities, sensitivities
or concerns;
v. Registration of Parcel “H” site investigation or hydrogeotechnical report, as required, on
the titles of the affected properties;
vi. Prior to release of Community Planning approval, the applicant is to provide proof to the
R.M. that an easement containing the water utility infrastructure on proposed Parcel “H1”
has been registered on the affected titles;
vii. Mitigation of potential impacts to sensitive species shall be undertaken and any ground
disturbance activities within previously undisturbed habitat shall be in compliance with the
Saskatchewan Activity Restriction Guidelines;
viii. Obtaining the necessary approvals and complying with the requirements and
recommendations of all government ministries and agencies including but not limited to
the Ministry of Environment, the Saskatchewan Health Authority, and the Water Security
Agency;
ix. The applicant entering into a servicing agreement to provide for property servicing and
the remission of the required subdivision servicing fee for proposed Parcel “H”;
x. A new access approach to Proposed Parcel “H1” be constructed subject to consultation
with, and approval from, the R.M. Director of Public Works; and
xi. The alteration and construction of any new buildings on both sites shall require a
development permit and building permit from the R.M. of Corman Park.”
3. Summary:
• This application is for the re-subdivision of existing Parcel “H”, a 4.113 ha (10.16 acre)
parcel into two parcels; Parcel “H1” and Parcel “H”.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Parcel “H1” is to be 2.26 ha (5.57 acres) and Parcel “H” is to be reduced to 1.86 ha (4.60
acres). Both subject parcels are already zoned District Country Residential 4 District
(DCR4) so no rezoning is required.
The subject parcel is outside of the City of Saskatoon’s future growth sector.
The rationale for odd configuration is to accommodate minimum parcel size requirements
and setback requirements of existing infrastructure to the existing and proposed property
lines. Parcel “H” already exists and the existing shape and the minimum requirements did
not allow the residence to remain on Parcel “H”.
The applicant wishes to retain the existing water utility connection located on Range Road
3053 (Clarence Avenue South) to the existing residence on proposed Parcel “H1”. In a
previous subdivision application, the water connection was not considered when Parcel
“J” was created. The applicant has indicated that they have entered into an agreement to
have an easement registered on both titles (Parcel “H” and Parcel “J”) for the protection
of the water utility. A condition has been recommended to ensure conformance with the
subdivision requirements. The vacant remainder of Parcel “H” will be serviced by Lost
River Water Co. Ltd.
The existing residence is to be serviced by its existing holding tank. Saskatchewan Health
Authority (SHA), as part of the referral by Community Planning, has requested an
alternative to a hydrogeological assessment. This report has been submitted to SHA for
comment and a second set of comments remain outstanding when the report was
submitted to the DPC agenda. As a standard condition of the subdivision the applicant
must provide a detailed site investigation of Parcel “H” as described by the Saskatchewan
Onsite Wastewater Disposal Guide, to the satisfaction of the SHA which will be registered
on title.
Municipal Reserve was previously considered when the parcel was created as part of the
Grasswood multi-lot subdivision, however the applicant is subject to the subdivision
servicing fee for the vacant parcel that is going to be created.
HabiSask screening tool indicated sensitivities, a referral was not done to the Ministry of
Environment by Community Planning. They’ve indicated that the rationale being that the
subject site has already been disturbed with residential development and therefore the
opportunity for the sensitivity to still be on the site is low. To prevent potential impacts to
sensitive species, it is recommended that ground disturbance activities within previously
undisturbed habitat occurs outside of the growing season and ensuring ground
disturbance activities comply with the Saskatchewan Activity Restriction Guidelines.
The application meets the requirements of the Corman Park – Saskatoon Planning District
Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw.

4. Bylaw Compliance:
Corman Park - Saskatoon Planning District Official Community Plan
Section
Policy
Compliance
The application to re-subdivide Parcel “H” does not fall
within any sensitives that would require a referral to
5.2.1
Yes
Ministry of Environment. To ensure compliance with SHA
we have made it a condition of the approval that the
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applicant provide an alternative to a hydrogeological
report that will be registered on title.

5.2.2

5.2.3
5.2.4

5.2.5

5.3.1/ 5.3.3

5.3.2

5.3.5

5.10.1

The applicant is proposing to use its existing holding tank
that will service the existing residence. The vacant parcel
will be serviced by a proposed field system and has
provided an alternative to the hydrogeological alternative.
The report has identified that the proposed septic system
would not negatively impact the aquifer supply.
The applicant is subject to a servicing agreement to pay
the required subdivision servicing fee for the vacant parcel
that is going to be created.
The subdivision application meets the development
standards in regards to parcel size, setback, and frontage.
Proposed Parcel “H1” has an existing residence and
drainage and additional landscaping considerations for
the remnant of “H” will need to be addressed at time of
development permit for the placement of residence.
Parcel “H” will have existing access off of Range Road
3053, which is a paved 30m road. Public Works has
indicated that they do not have a concern with the
applicant accessing proposed Parcel “H1” off of Prairie
Lane subject to them applying for an approach
application.
Water Security Agency has indicated that there is a low
lying area on proposed Parcel “H1” and that future
development should be avoided in that general location.
There is an existing house that is not in close proximity of
the low spot. Parcel “H” will need to mitigate any concerns
subject to the location of the residence proposed.
This subdivision is not located within the setback of the
identified uses.
a) The proposed subdivision application is consistent with
the policies outlined in the Official Community Plan and
Zoning Bylaw.
b) The subdivision should not negatively impact the
health, safety and general welfare of the Grasswood
community.
c) The existing residence will maintain water service from
the R.M. municipal line (Casa Rio), the vacant parcel will
hook up to the Lost River Water Co. Ltd. line.
d) The subdivision will maintain the existing infrastructure
connections for the existing residence and will use best

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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practices and efficient use when it comes to servicing the
vacant parcel.
e) The subdivision complies with the standards set out by
the Zoning Bylaw.

5.10.2

8.2.1

A Comprehensive Development Review was not required
as part of this subdivision application. However, given the
nature of the proposed subdivision additional information
was requested to better understand what the applicant is
proposing.
The proposed subdivision is looking at using the existing
approach off of Clarence Avenue South to service Parcel
“H”. Proposed Parcel “H1” will construct an approach to
use the existing internal subdivision road (Prairie Lane).

Yes

Yes

The subdivision application falls within an existing multilot residential development. The HabiSask tool has
identified this parcel to not have any sensitivities.
10.1

The Heritage screening tool identified that this parcel is
not heritage sensitive. See results appended in the report.

Corman Park – Saskatoon Planning District Zoning Bylaw:
Section
Policy
This location has indicated no environmental sensitives as
per the Ministry of Environment online screening tool. The
subdivision of the parcel is located within an existing multilot residential neighbourhood.
3.7.1
The Heritage Conservation Branch indicated that this
parcel is not heritage sensitive and does not require further
follow up. The comments are appended to this report.

3.11.1

3.11.2

The existing residence will use the existing holding tank.
The vacant parcel is proposing a field system.
Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA) has indicated that
they require an alternative to the hydrogeological report.
The report completed by WSP indicates no concerns with
the additional system but comments remain outstanding
from SHA on the report. R.M. Administration has provided
conditions in the approval.
There is already an existing sewage system for the existing
residence. When a residence is proposed for Parcel “H”,
as part of the approval, the applicant is required to obtain
a permit and approval from SHA.

Yes

Compliance

Yes

Yes

Yes
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3.21.6/3.21.
7

3.21.12

Public Works has no concerns with the proposed approach
off of the internal subdivision road (Prairie Lane) subject to
an approach application being applied for and approval
received from the Director of Public Works.
Existing residence will be serviced by existing municipal
water line (Casa Rio) and the vacant parcel will be serviced
by Lost River Water.

Schedule F – D-Country Residential 3 Overlay District (DCR3)
Section
Policy
Proposed Parcel “H1” and “H” meet the minimum site
10.1
area of 1.86 ha (4.60 acres).
Schedule G – D-Country Residential 4 District (DCR4)
Section
Policy
A single detached country residence is a principal use
2.1
within DCR1 for proposed Parcel “H1”.

8.0

8.1

8.3

The subject parcel has an existing residence on proposed
Parcel “H1” that meets the site development
requirements. Any new development proposed for both
parcels will need to meet the required setback and parcel
size requirements.
The residential lot density does not exceed one
residential lot per 0.4 ha (1 acre) and maintains an overall
average minimum lot size of 1.0 ha (2.47 acres) within the
registered plan area.
The subdivision meets the site area requirements of a
permitted use.

Yes

Yes

Compliance
Yes

Compliance
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5. Interdepartmental Implications:
The application was referred to the R.M.’s Public Works, they have indicated that they have
no concerns with an approach for proposed Parcel “H1” being located along Prairie Lane,
subject to the applicant applying to the R.M. for an approach application and obtaining
approval.
6. Financial Implications:
The applicant will be responsible for all costs regarding the subdivision process. The applicant
will be responsible to pay the Subdivision Servicing Fee and any cost associated with the
subdivision application.
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7. Legal Implications:
The applicant will be required to provide confirmation to the R.M. that they have secured and
registered an easement protecting the existing water infrastructure through the affected
parcels.
The applicant will be required to enter into a servicing agreement to provide for property
servicing and remission of the required subdivision servicing fees
8. Alternative Options:
Council may defer consideration of the application pending a further review where required.
9. Public Consultation Summary:

N/A

10. Regulatory Correspondence:
City of Saskatoon: This application was not circulated to the City of Saskatoon for comments
as it is on the referral exemption list. City Administration was aware of the proposal prior to it
coming to the District Planning Commission.
Water Security Agency (WSA): WSA completed a review of the proposed subdivision
application and have identified a low lying area on proposed Parcel “H1”. This parcel already
has an existing residence but any future development should be built on topographical highs.
Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA): has reviewed the application and indicated that the
applicant needs to provide an alternative to a hydrogeological assessment. The report was
provided to SHA and those comments are still outstanding. However, in addition to their
original comments they do indicate that the addition of one additional lot shouldn’t have a
significant impact on the aquifer.
R.M. of Corman Park has made a recommendation as part of the approval that the applicant
provide a hydrogeological assessment that is to the satisfaction of SHA and that it be
registered on title.
11. Other Considerations: N/A
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DATED AT REGINA IN THE PROVINCE OF SASKATCHEWAN
THIS 22ND DAY OF MARCH, 2021.

DETAIL
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____________________________________
BLAKE WAHL
SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYOR

COMPASS DWG:
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NOTES:
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APPROXIMATE SASKTEL
APPROXIMATE BURIED SASKPOWER
P
APPROXIMATE SASKPOWER

G
T
P

MEASUREMENTS ARE IN METRES AND DECIMALS THEREOF.
AREA TO BE APPROVED IS OUTLINED WITH A HEAVY DASHED LINE AND CONTAINS APPROXIMATELY 2.26 HECTARES.
DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGES UP TO ±1.0M AT THE TIME OF LEGAL SURVEY.
PARCEL DIMENSIONS WILL NOT GO BELOW THE MINIMUM ALLOWED BY ZONING.

318
SLS

DISCLAIMER

THIS PLAN REPRESENTS THE BEST INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT THE TIME OF
SURVEY. COMPASS GEOMATICS LTD. AND ITS EMPLOYEES TAKE NO
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LOCATION OF ANY UNDERGROUND PIPES, CONDUITS, OR
FACILITIES, WHETHER SHOWN ON OR OMITTED FROM THIS PLAN.
UTILITY COMPANIES (SASKPOWER, SASKENERGY, SASKTEL, AND TRANSGAS) WERE
CONTACTED PRIOR TO THE SURVEY FOR ANY INFORMATION REGARDING
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES. THAT INFORMATION IS SHOWN ON THE PLAN,
HOWEVER AN ADDITIONAL SEARCH FOR MORE SPECIFIC BURIED FACILITIES USING
ALL RESOURCES MUST BE PERFORMED JUST PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.

SASKATCHEWAN FIRST CALL 1-866-828-4888
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Morgan, Janna GR
Jeremy Dela Cruz
FW: R0067-21S- RM 344- Marquis and Ness Subdivision
February 18, 2021 12:14:05 PM
image001.png

FYI
Janna Morgan, MCIP, RPP
Government of Saskatchewan
Planning Consultant
Community Planning, Government Relations
Room 978, 122 - 3rd Avenue North
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 2H6
Bus: (306) 933-5025
Fax: (306) 933-7720
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This e-mail (and any attachment) was intended for a specific recipient. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential or exempt
from disclosure. Any privilege that exists is not waived.If you are not the intended recipient:
* do not copy it, distribute it to another person or use it for any other purpose; and
* delete it and advise me by return e-mail or telephone.
AVIS DE CONFIDENTIALITÉ:
Ce courriel (et toute pièce jointe) est destiné strictement à son destinataire. Son contenu peut être confidentiel, privilégié et soustrait à la
communication. Tout droit au secret n'est pas renoncé. Si cette transmission vous est parvenue par erreur,
* veuillez ne pas la reproduire, la divulguer à quiconque ni l'utiliser à toute autre fin;
* veuillez la supprimer de votre système de gestion de courriel et aviser immédiatement l'expéditeur soit par courriel ou par appel
téléphonique.

From: Spencer McNie <Spencer.McNie@wsask.ca>
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 11:35 AM
To: Morgan, Janna GR <janna.morgan@gov.sk.ca>
Cc: Glen Merkley <Glen.Merkley@wsask.ca>; Caroline Wiebe <Caroline.Wiebe@wsask.ca>
Subject: FW: R0067-21S- RM 344- Marquis and Ness Subdivision
Janna,
Water Security Agency (WSA) Rural Water Services has completed our review of information
submitted for the proposed subdivision file R0067-21S – RM of Corman Park No. 344 – NE 33-35-05
W3.
Rural Water Services staff – North Battleford, have reviewed recent and historical aerial imagery (no
significant historical flooding has been observed in available imagery), conducted a cursory
hydrological assessment, and an in office file review. It appears that a portion of the parcel (SW
corner) is seasonally wet and could become flooded during spring runoff or an extreme precipitation
event.
All new permanent structures should be built on topographical highs, to at least the level of the
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existing permanent structures on the adjacent properties, and be constructed away from obvious low
spots and drainage runs. The proponent is reminded that they are not to block, divert, drain, or
otherwise alter natural drainage conditions without prior approval from WSA.
WSA has no further comments at this time.
Regards,
Spencer

From: Glen Merkley <Glen.Merkley@wsask.ca>
Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2021 10:49 AM
To: Spencer McNie <Spencer.McNie@wsask.ca>
Subject: FW: R0067-21S- RM 344- Marquis and Ness Subdivision
Spencer: Please review this subdivision proposal. Thanks.
Glen Merkley A.Sc.T.
Supervisor Rural Water Services - North
306.620.6946
Water Security Agency
From: Morgan, Janna GR <janna.morgan@gov.sk.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, February 3, 2021 3:36 PM
To: sasktel.land@sasktel.com; land@saskpower.com; landservices@saskenergy.com; Glen Merkley
<Glen.Merkley@wsask.ca>; Caroline Wiebe <Caroline.Wiebe@wsask.ca>; Health Region- Saskatoon
(phioc@saskatoonhealthregion.ca) <phioc@saskatoonhealthregion.ca>
Subject: R0067-21S- RM 344- Marquis and Ness Subdivision
RM of Corman Park No. 344
NE ¼ Section 33-35-05-W3M
Proposed Parcel H1 – Country Residential
Proposed Remainder of Parcel H, Plan 101627333- Country Residential
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Morgan, Janna GR
Blake.Wahl@compassgeomatics.ca; Riley Ness
Emily Sullivan; Jeremy Dela Cruz
RE: 4940 Clarence subdivision
June 8, 2021 4:10:22 PM

RM of Corman Park No. 344
NE ¼ Section 33-35-05-W3M
Proposed Parcel H1 – Country Residential
Proposed Remainder of Parcel H, Plan 101627333- Country Residential
Our file: R0067-21S
Surveyor file: 00036-21-PSUB-R0
Good Afternoon,
Thank you for providing the Alternative to a Hydrogeological Assessment, as requested. We have
forwarded a copy to the Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA) to inform their review of the
suitability of the site. Once we hear back from the SHA we will send an update. Thank you also for
confirming you are working with SaskTel on the easement agreement and for providing a letter from
Lost River Water Co. Ltd. confirming a connection is possible.
Other than SHA’s review of the Alternative to a Hydrogeological Assessment, the only other
outstanding matter at this time is confirmation from the RM that all municipal matters have been
addressed. We understand the RM and the applicant are working to address those matters and that
the applicants recently submitted a Basic Development Review.
This summarizes our review to date. Additional information or clarification may be requested as our
review continues.
Thank you,
Janna Morgan, MCIP, RPP
Government of Saskatchewan
Planning Consultant
Community Planning, Government Relations
Room 978, 122 - 3rd Avenue North
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 2H6
Bus: (306) 933-5025
Fax: (306) 933-7720
www.saskatchewan.ca
Confidentiality Notice: This email (and any attachments) is intended for a specific recipient. It may contain information that is
privileged, confidential or exempt from disclosure. Any privilege that exists is not waived. If you are not the intended recipient do
not distribute it to another person or use it for any other purpose. Delete it and advise me by return email or telephone.
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BASIC DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
SUBJECT:
DATE:
LOCATION:
APPLICANTS:

1.0

Proposed Subdivision of Parcel H, Plan 101627333 Ext. 0
May 10, 2021
South Grasswood Park, RM of Corman Park
Riley and Emily Ness, Sherri and Leonard Marquis

BACKGROUND

We are proposing to subdivide a 4.128 ha. (10.2 acre) Country Residential (CR1) parcel with the legal land
description of Parcel H Plan 101627333 Ext 0, situated within the NE ¼ Section 33-35-05-W3M within South
Grasswood Park in the RM of Corman Park No. 344 (RM) into two separate CR1 parcels. If the proposed
subdivision is considered for approval it would result in the creation of a 1.86 ha. (4.6 acre) CR1 parcel (Parcel H),
and a 2.26 ha (5.57 acre) CR1 parcel (Parcel H1) within a mature country residential development and take
advantage of existing infrastructure in the RM. The purpose of this subdivision is to subdivide an existing
residential lot to accommodate two residential sites within an existing CR1 District in the RM.
The current Parcel H, as shown in Figure 1 below, has a unique configuration resulting from a previous
subdivision which led to the creation of 2.043 ha. (5.05 acres) residential parcel (Parcel J, Plan 101627333 Ext. 0).
Figure 1: Current Lot Configuration

Source: ISC

The current lot configuration and location of the existing improvements support the proposed subdivision
which will addresses the dual frontage that currently exists along both Range Road 3053 and Prairie Lane.
•

The proposed subdivision will see a 2.26 ha (5.57 acre) Parcel H1 accommodate the existing residential
dwelling, accessory buildings, and its supporting infrastructure, including private sewage works,
utilities, and well-established trees. A new approach will be required to access to Parcel H1 from Prairie
Lane with a new driveway developed along the eastern property line. In carrying out this proposed
subdivision, we will be able to preserve an established tree line of 30-50 year old evergreen trees that
surround the existing residential dwelling.
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BASIC DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
DATE:

May 10, 2021

SUBJECT:

Proposed Subdivision of Parcel H, Plan 101627333 Ext. 0

•

2.0

LOCATION:

South Grasswood Park, RM of Corman Park

The remnant 1.86 ha. (4.6 acre) Parcel H proposed in the Plan of Proposed Subdivision is of adequate
size to accommodate a country residential property and will take advantage of an existing paved
driveway providing access to Range Road 3053 and is free of development outside of a powerline
transecting the western third of the parcel. In approving the proposed subdivision, the mature trees
situated on site are more likely to be preserved and minimal disturbance should result during the
construction process.

LAND USE

The current parcel has served as a country residential parcel with a single detached dwelling since 1974, with
supporting accessory buildings built thereafter. If approved, the proposed subdivision will provide for an
additional country residential dwelling to be constructed on the 4.6 acres PH shown in the Plan of Proposed
Subdivision (Attachment A). Figure 2 shows a buffer of 1.6km (1 mile) around the subject site and includes a mix
of country residential and agricultural lands within it. There are no industrial or commercial uses, intensive
livestock operations, mineral/aggregate extractions, sewage lagoons, water treatment plants or solid waste
disposal facilities in the area
Figure 2: 1600m Buffer Around Site

Source: ISC
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BASIC DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
DATE:

May 10, 2021

SUBJECT:

Proposed Subdivision of Parcel H, Plan 101627333 Ext. 0

LOCATION:

South Grasswood Park, RM of Corman Park

Properties with one mile of the property consist of a mix of country residential properties to the south and west
of the property, agricultural lands to the east of the property, and proposed residential lands to the north of the
property.

3.0

HAZARD LANDS

There are no hazard lands situated on this site, outside of a sewage mound that is surrounded by the mature
stand of trees situated south of the existing single detached dwelling on the proposed parcel H1.

4.0

NATURAL, HISTORIC AND/OR HERITAGE RESOURCES

As this property was pre-existing Country Residential development, there are no concerns in relation to natural
or heritage resources on the site. Heritage resources were confirmed using the Province of Saskatchewan’s
Developer’s Online Screening Tool with confirmation shown in figure 3.
Figure 3: Heritage Sensitivity Confirmation:

Source: https://applications.saskatchewan.ca/SensitiveLocations

Natural resources (i.e., rare and endangered species) were confirmed using the HABISask online application
with information on sensitivities shown on the following page.
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Rare and Endangered Species Report
Report Generated: 5/10/2021 1:03:47 PM

The absence of information provided by the Saskatchewan Conservation Data Centre (SKCDC) does not
categorically mean the absence of sensitive species or features. The quantity and quality for data collected
by the SKCDC are dependent on the research and observations of many individuals and organizations.
SKCDC reports summarize the existing natural heritage information, known to the SKCDC, at the time of the
request.
SKCDC data should never be regarded as final statements on the elements or areas being considered, nor
should they be substituted for on-site surveys required for environmental assessments. The user therefore
acknowledges that the absence of data may indicate that the project area has not been surveyed, rather
than confirm that the area lacks natural heritage resources.

Rare and Endangered Species Area of Interest

0

0.44

0.9 Miles
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BASIC DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
DATE:

May 10, 2021

SUBJECT:

Proposed Subdivision of Parcel H, Plan 101627333 Ext. 0

5.0

SERVICING

5.1

WATER:

LOCATION:

South Grasswood Park, RM of Corman Park

The existing property is serviced by Corman Park Water Utility with a valve situated adjacent to Range Road
3053. We have been in contact with Lost River Water Utility to determine the serviceability of the newly
proposed lot, who confirmed capacity to service a new single detached residential dwelling on the proposed
Parcel H. Evidence of this confirmation can be found in Figure 4 on the following page.
Figure 4: Lost River Water Utility Letter
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BASIC DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
DATE:

May 10, 2021

SUBJECT:

Proposed Subdivision of Parcel H, Plan 101627333 Ext. 0

5.2

LOCATION:

South Grasswood Park, RM of Corman Park

SEPTIC:

The current residential dwelling is serviced by a permitted private sewage works that consists of a septic tank
and jet and mound configuration. The systems is in good repair and is functioning as it should.
The prospective owner of the proposed new lot will be required to apply for the appropriate permits with Public
Health to permit an approved private sewage system and construct said works in accordance with the RM and
provincial requirements.

5.3

SOLID WASTE AND RECYCLING

The current residential dwelling has roll-out bins to dispose of solid waste and recycling with collection each
week by Loraas Disposal. Loraas Disposal has confirmed they would service an additional residential property in
the same way, providing roll out bins to the new property once required.

5.4

SHALLOW UTILITIES:

The existing single detached dwelling is serviced by SaskEnergy (natural gas), SaskPower (power) and SaskTel
(telecommunications) with service lines proximate to the boundaries of the proposed Parcel H as shown on the
Proposed Plan of Subdivision (Attachment A).

5.5

ACCESS AND EGRESS:

We are proposing to create access to the proposed Parcel H1 by constructing a new driveway connecting to
Prairie Lane, which is a paved country residential roadway servicing the South Grasswood Park residential
properties. Prairie Lane provides connection to Range Road 3053 and Township Road 360. The proposed
driveway configuration for proposed Parcel H1 is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Proposed New Driveway for Proposed Parcel H1

Source: Google
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BASIC DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
DATE:

May 10, 2021

SUBJECT:

Proposed Subdivision of Parcel H, Plan 101627333 Ext. 0

LOCATION:

South Grasswood Park, RM of Corman Park

Parcel H, as shown in the Plan of Proposed Subdivision will utilize the existing paved driveway and approach
adjoining Range Road 3053, which is clearly shown in Figure 5.
Little traffic impacts are anticipated to be a result of the proposed subdivision with Parcel H taking advantage
of the existing approach and paved driveway on the site and parcel H1 requiring access to Prairie Lane where
lower traffic volumes are experienced due to the residential character of this roadway.

5.6

DRAINAGE

Being an existing development site, the property has an established drainage pattern that is supported by the
ditches adjacent to Range Road 3053 and Prairie Lane. Figure 6 shows the drainage patterns that exist on the
property currently.
Figure 6: Drainage Patterns

Source: Google
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BASIC DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
DATE:

May 10, 2021

SUBJECT:

Proposed Subdivision of Parcel H, Plan 101627333 Ext. 0

5.7

LOCATION:

South Grasswood Park, RM of Corman Park

PROTECTIVE AND COMMUITY SERVICES

The site falls within the catchment of the RM of Corman Park Police Service and is supported by Saskatoon Fire
and Protective Services. Schools in the area include South Corman Park Elementary and Clavet School within
the Prairie Spirit School Division providing education options from Kindergarten to Grade 12.
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9. Discretionary Use Application(s)
a) DISCRETIONARY USE 2020/30
Owner/Applicant:
Legal Land Description:
Council Division:
File Manager:

The Manitoba-Saskatchewan Conference of the Seventh Day
Adventist Church
Parcel B, NW-34-35-5-W3
2
Jeremy Dela Cruz

1. Proposed Development:

Community Facility (Place of Worship)

2. Recommendation:
“That the discretionary use application of The Manitoba-Saskatchewan Conference of the
Seventh Day Adventist Church to establish a Community Facility (place of worship) on Parcel
‘B’, NW-34-35-5-W3 be APPROVED subject to:
i.
The applicant being solely responsible for all costs associated with the discretionary
use application;
ii.
The applicant providing an engineered drainage plan that includes pre and post runoff
volumes and storage options and confirms that all new structures are built on
topographical highs at a minimum building elevation of 501.25 m prior to the issuance
of the building permit;
iii.
The applicant provide a landscape plan and enter into a landscape agreement with
the R.M. of Corman Park prior to the issuance of the building permit;
iv.
A new discretionary use application and approval is required if the landowner wishes
to propose uses outside of its current scope of use;
v.
The installation of any new plumbing and sewage systems shall be permitted,
inspected and approved by the Saskatchewan Health Authority;
vi.
The property owners shall not block, divert, or otherwise alter natural drainage
patterns without prior consent from the Water Security Agency;
vii.
The applicant providing a Geotechnical Report at time of building permit application;
viii.
Mitigation of potential impacts to sensitive species shall be undertaken and any
ground disturbance activities within previously undisturbed habitat shall be in
compliance with the Saskatchewan Activity Restriction Guidelines;
ix.
Providing the necessary approvals and evidence of complying with the requirements
and recommendations of all government ministries and agencies, including, but not
limited to: Water Security Agency, Saskatchewan Health Authority, Saskatoon Airport
Authority, and the Ministry of Environment;
x.
The construction of any structure or buildings on site shall require the approval of a
development permit and building permit from the R.M. of Corman Park;
xi.
All lighting on the property is to be directed downward facing and located and
arranged so that no direct rays of light are directed at any adjoining properties;
xii.
No off-site parking will be permitted, all parking must be contained on site;
xiii.
A new approach to Parcel ‘B’ shall be subject to consultation with, and approval from
the R.M. Director of Public Works; and
xiv.
Any signs will be required to meet the sign regulations in the Corman-Park Saskatoon
Planning District Zoning Bylaw and will require a separate development permit
approval.”
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3. Summary:
 The subject property, Parcel ‘B’, is 4.052 ha (10 acres), and is currently zoned D-Country
Residential 1 District (DCR1). Parcel ‘B’ is located adjacent to the Grasswood multi-lot
neighbourhood and within close proximity to Edgemont Park Estates and Casa Rio. The
development is located in a future residential area, in accordance with the District Official
Community Plan Future Land Use Map.
 The application is to propose an 11,000 ft² Community Facility (place of worship) on
Parcel ‘B’. This use is a discretionary use under the DCR1 zoning. A small-scale
Comprehensive Development Review (CDR) was provided as part of the application
which has been appended to the report.
 The applicant is proposing to construct a multi-purpose facility for their parish. The current
congregation is roughly 38-50 people with hours of operation proposed on weekends from
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. However, the applicant has indicated that they would hold youth
groups activities approximately once every two months. These proposed activities have
the opportunity to extend beyond the hours of operation for religious services but would
end by 9:00 p.m. at the latest.
 Catterall and Wright has projected 76 vehicle trips daily but indicated that the projected
number of vehicle traffic would be primarily on the weekend. The application was referred
to the R.M. Public Works Department and they have indicated that they have no concerns
with the approach location or the amount of traffic to be generated from the place of
worship. They’ve also indicated that a portion of Range Road 3053 from Grasswood Road
south to Baker Road is currently being resurfaced.
 In R.M. Administration’s review of the application it was noted that the parcel has low lying
areas and may be susceptible to surface flooding as previous years saw large amounts
of water being retained on site. In our initial discussions with Water Security Agency
(WSA) they met with the applicant and indicated that portions of the parcel are flood prone
but also indicated that there may be a build site closer to the southern boundary of the
lot, however without additional information WSA could not comment further. Catterall and
Wright provided a drainage plan with building location and contours to the R.M. and WSA.
WSA indicated that areas under the 500.75m elevation are subject to flooding during
extreme precipitation or runoff events and that elevation is considered the estimated peak
water level (EPWL). They noted that the majority of the proposed building area is located
on the 501.25 elevation which has been indicated by WSA to be the safe building
elevation (SBE). Establishing a finished grade at or above the SBE would further provide
flood protection. Conditions have approval have been added requiring engineered
drainage plans be provided as part of the building permit approval.
 The site will be serviced by a private utility provider (Lost River Water Co. Ltd.) for potable
water and the applicant has received permit approval from Saskatchewan Health
Authority (SHA) for their mound system. Solid waste will be removed by Lorass Disposal.
 The application meets the requirements as stated in the Corman Park – Saskatoon
Planning District Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw.
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4. Bylaw Compliance:
Corman Park - Saskatoon Planning District Official Community Plan
Section
Policy
Compliance
The application was referred to Water Security Agency
and they have indicated that there are low lying areas on
Parcel ‘B’. However there are potential building areas
depending on the proposed building location. R.M. is
5.2.5
Yes
requesting that prior to the issuance of the approval that
an engineered drainage plan be submitted to ensure that
the site does not negatively impact adjacent properties.
5.3.1

5.3.2 b)

8.2.2

8.2.3

10.1.

Parcel ‘B’ will be serviced by Range Road 3053 which is
a legal and year round all weather road.
R.M Administration’s review of the parcel indicated that
portions of the parcel are low lying. The application was
referred to WSA for further comments. They have
indicated that the safe building elevation (SBE) be located
above 501.25m to mitigate any potential flooding
concerns. R.M. Administration is also requesting a
drainage plan as part of the approval of this discretionary
use application.
Based on the projected 76 daily vehicle trips, the R.M.
Public Works Department have no concerns with the
approach location or the amount of traffic to be generated
from the place of worship; therefore a road maintenance
agreement is not required.

Yes

Yes

Yes

The access approach for Parcel “B” is aligned with Prairie
Lane to provide adequate sight lines and safe access and
egress on and off Range Road 3053 (Clarence South).
The Ministry of Environment online screening tool has
indicated that the subject parcel falls within an area that
has some environmentally sensitive plant or animal
species. To prevent potential impacts to sensitive species,
it is recommended that ground disturbance activities
within previously undisturbed habitat occurs outside of the
growing season and ensuring ground disturbance
activities comply with the Saskatchewan Activity
Restriction Guidelines.

Yes

The Ministry of Parks, Culture, and Sport online screening
tool has indicated that this parcel is not heritage sensitive,
no further screening is required. Please see results
appended in the report.
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Corman Park – Saskatoon Planning District Zoning Bylaw:
Section
Policy
Discussions with Saskatoon Airport Authority (SAA) have
indicated that the parcel is on the edge of the runway
takeoff and landing overlay. SAA indicated that there
shouldn’t be any concerns with the building height
infringing the takeoff and landing air space but R.M
3.6.1
Administration would look to refer the plans to SAA at the
time of building permit once the applicant has submitted
their building plans to reconfirm with SAA that they have no
concerns with the height of the building.

3.7.1

The Ministry of Environment online screening tool has
indicated that the subject parcel falls within an area that
has some environmentally sensitive plant or animal
species. To prevent potential impacts to sensitive species,
it is recommended that ground disturbance activities within
previously undisturbed habitat occurs outside of the
growing season and ensuring ground disturbance activities
comply with the Saskatchewan Activity Restriction
Guidelines.

Compliance

Yes

Yes

The Ministry of Parks, Culture, and Sport online screening
tool has indicated that this parcel is not heritage sensitive,
no further screening is required. Please see results
appended in the report.

3.11.1

3.16.1

3.16.2/3.16.
3

3.17.5

The applicant has applied and received approval from
Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA) for an enviro septic
mound system as their method for private sewage system.
The applicant will be required to follow up with SHA once
the system has been installed into the ground for final
inspection by SHA.
R.M. Administration is requesting that part of the
discretionary use approval, prior to release of the building
permit, the applicant must provide an engineered drainage
plan to ensure that adjacent properties are not negatively
impacted.
The proposed development will alter the natural drainage
on site. To ensure the adjacent development are not
negatively impacted, R.M. Administration is requesting a
drainage plan be provided as part of the approval of the
building permit application. The work associated with
constructing and drafting of the drainage plan are at the
cost of the applicant.
A landscape plan was not provided as part of the
application due to the applicant wanting to have assurance

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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that the use can be approved before hiring someone to
prepare building and landscape plans. R.M. Administration
is comfortable with the applicant providing a landscape
plan at the building permit stage.

3.18.14

3.20.4

3.21.4.

3.21.6 &
3.21.7.

3.12

The applicant is proposing freestanding lights on the
property and potentially on the exterior of the building. R.M.
Administration is recommending as a condition of the
approval that all outdoor lighting be directed in a downward
facing direction so that no direct rays of light are directed
at any adjoining properties.
The applicant is proposing an 11,000 ft² building which
requires 113 parking stalls. The applicant is proposing 130
spaces. Parking requirements will be reviewed for
compliance of the bylaw once the R.M. reviews the building
permit application.
The location has sufficient frontage and access off of
Range Road 3053 (Clarence South). R.M. Public Works
has indicated that the portion of Range Road 3053 from
Grasswood to Baker Road is currently being resurfaced
and that the portion of road north of Grasswood to the City
of Saskatoon limits is being seal coated.
The application was reviewed by the R.M. Public Works
Department, they have indicated no concerns with the
approach location. The applicant will be required to apply
for an approach application and will be responsible for the
construction of the approach.
The applicant is proposing to connect to a private water
utility (Lost River Utility) for water service. The applicant
has provided confirmation that they have water supply from
the provider.

Schedule D– D-Country Residential 1 District (DCR1)
Section
Policy
A Community Facility is considered a discretionary use
3.3
within the DCR1 Zoning District.

7.0

8

The applicant is proposing a freestanding sign for the site
but details of the sign have yet to be finalized. Once
finalized the applicant will be required to conform to the
sign requirements in the District Zoning Bylaw and apply
for a separate development permit.
The proposed parcel in which the discretionary use
application is being proposed meets the minimum and

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Compliance
Yes

Yes

Yes
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maximum parcel size for the DCR1 District. The proposed
building location exceeds the minimum setback distances
in the district.
5. Interdepartmental Implications:
The application was referred to the R.M. Public Works Department for comments. They have
indicated that they do not have any concerns with the amount of traffic proposed for the use
on Parcel ‘B’ and no concerns with the approach location subject to the applicant applying for
an approach. Public Works has indicated that portions of Range Road 3053 (Clarence South)
are currently under a resurfacing and seal coat project.
6. Financial Implications:
The applicant will be responsible for all costs regarding the discretionary use process. This
includes but is not limited to the cost of adjacent landowner notification, cost of producing any
drainage or landscape plans, geotechnical report, and cost of applying and constructing an
approach.
7. Legal Implications:

N/A

8. Alternative Options:
The District Planning Commission may recommend that R.M. Council defer consideration of
the application pending a further review where required or may recommend approval with or
without conditions. Discretionary use applications that recommend denial cannot be appealed.
9. Public Consultation Summary:
One hundred and seventy-three (173) discretionary use notifications were mailed to
landowners within 1.6 km (1 mile) of the subject parcel. To date the R.M. received seven (7)
comment sheets from adjacent landowners. Some of the comments provided were related to
the general development occurring in the southern portion of the R.M. Full comments have
been appended in the report. Planning related comments pertaining to the discretionary use
have been summarized below:
 Concerns about private sewage capacity in the area;
 Increased Traffic to Range Road 3053; vehicle traffic not from the area;
 Increased noise in the area;
 Place of worship is not the best use of land; doesn’t fit with area;
 Concerns that the building will expand into a school
R.M. Administration is aware that the southern portion of the R.M. is sensitive when it comes
to private sewage disposal and soil capacity. However, Saskatchewan Health Authority is the
approving authority when it comes to private sewage systems and they have approved the
mound system proposed on Parcel ‘B’.
R.M. Public Works has indicated no concerns with the amount of proposed traffic or approach
location. They have indicated that portions of Range Road 3053 are currently being upgraded
(resurfacing with asphalt and seal coat). The noise generated from the proposed use will be
mostly on the weekend and the level of noise should be within the threshold that is usually
generated in a residential neighbourhood.
The applicant is currently applying for a Community Facility (place of worship) use. If the
applicant wishes to expand the uses on site such as a school this would require additional
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review and new discretionary use approval. Comments regarding that a place of worship not
being an appropriate fit for the area; under the current zoning district it permits Community
Facility (places of worship) as a discretionary use and therefore the landowner has a right to
apply for the use in the district. However, it’s at Council’s discretion if they wish to permit that
use on Parcel ‘B’.
10. Regulatory Correspondence:
City of Saskatoon (City): has reviewed the application and indicated they do not have any
concerns with the current proposal. The City has indicated that the parcel has low lying areas
and no geotechnical report has been submitted. The municipality will require an engineered
drainage plan and geotechnical report be addressed at the time of building permit application.
Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA): has reviewed the application and confirmed they do
not have any concerns with the proposal at this time subject to the landowner notifying SHA
for inspection once the private sewage system has been installed in the ground.
Water Security Agency (WSA): was consulted as part of the discretionary use application.
The R.M. had many discussions with WSA regarding the potential to have a developable build
site on Parcel “B”. WSA noted that there is some flood or flood prone land but there may be
some opportunities for portions of the parcel to accommodate a building. WSA commented
on an Estimated Peak Water Level be 500.75 and that a safe building grade elevation should
be 501.25 or higher to provide further flood protection.
Ministry of Environment (MoE): was referred the application and indicated the proposed use
occurs on grassland and wetland habitat. To prevent potential impacts to sensitive species,
MoE recommends that ground disturbance activities within previously undisturbed habitat
occurs outside of the growing season and ensure ground disturbance activities comply with
the Saskatchewan Activity Restriction Guidelines.
11. Other Considerations:
This property will be located within the new P4G Planning District. Under the proposed P4G
future land use map the parcel is proposed as Country Residential. The proposed P4G Zoning
Bylaw proposes that this parcel is zoned D-Agricultural Residential District (DAR1) as part of
the adoption of P4G given its current vacant land use.
The proposed P4G Zoning Bylaw is looking to remove the Community Facility definition and
provide further definition of each listed use under the Community Facility definition. Once P4G
is in effect the use would be considered as a Place of Worship. Place of Worship is not a use
in this proposed DAR1 district.
However, the current bylaws do permit the application of this specific use in the current DCountry Residential 1 District (DCR1). P4G does not identity this as a growth area for the City
of Saskatoon, and the proposal is seen as a local not a regional institution use. Therefore the
application is reasonable to permit without the need for a land use map amendment under
P4G from Country Residential to Regional Institutional Facilities. As the use would be
considered legal non-conforming in the DAR1 District, rezoning the parcel as part of the
adoption of the new P4G Planning District should also be considered to D-Community Service
District. There are other properties in the proposed P4G Planning District that will require
rezoning upon establishment of the new Planning District due to the lag time between approval
of the P4G Zoning Bylaw by R.M. Council and approval by the province. This is often typical
of bylaw approval processes and is seen as a housekeeping item.
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Range Road 3052
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Haight Road
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(Hwy 219)

Grasswood Road
(Twp Rd 360)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Spencer McNie
Jeremy Dela Cruz
RE: Discretionary Use Application Referral for Parcel B NW-34-35-5-W3
June 3, 2021 2:07:35 PM
image002.png
RE Received Any Information on Parcel B Plan 102093094; NW-34-35-5-W3.msg

Hi Jeremy,
I am getting a sense of déjà vu on this one (I figured out why it looked familiar and attached the
email).
Either way we would appreciate a chance to review the drainage plan. The plan should include the
difference between pre and post runoff volumes as well as potential storage options. The water
bodies on the site are shared with adjacent landowners so the proponent will need to ensure their
runoff stays on their site (pond/other method) or they secure an agreement with the neighbors who
share the sloughs.
It appears that anything under 500.75m is subject to flooding during extreme precipitation or runoff
events. The satellite image from 2011 seems to confirm the flooded area quite well. Of course it is
possible for water levels to rise beyond what has been observed so some measure of caution should
be applied. The majority of the building area is above 501.25m and established a finished grade
above that would provide further flood protection.
Let me know if you need anything further.
Spencer

From: Jeremy Dela Cruz <jdelacruz@rmcormanpark.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 11:55 AM
To: Spencer McNie <Spencer.McNie@wsask.ca>; Clive Stromberg <Clive@skyxe.ca>;
district7landsapp@gov.sk.ca; brett.vallee@gov.sk.ca
Subject: Discretionary Use Application Referral for Parcel B NW-34-35-5-W3
CAUTION: External to WSA. Verify sender and exercise caution opening links and attachments.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Spencer McNie
Jeremy Dela Cruz
RE: Received Any Information on Parcel B, Plan 102093094; NW-34-35-5-W3
February 8, 2021 3:23:22 PM
image002.png
image003.png

Hi Jeremy,
I had a discussion with an Ian Lund about the proposed church development. He indicated that they
did not have an detailed information about the parcel or the proposed design. Some of the basics
included a roughly 11,000ft2 building with no basement, gravel parking lot, and a plan to source fill
material from the wetland on the parcel which would then increase its storage abilities. I relayed that
there appeared to be suitable land for development on the southern boundary of the parcel but
without more detailed information I was only speculating. There seemed to be a willingness to
undertake detailed studies on the parcel if they had some assurance that they can achieve
approval/permit from council once the detailed work is complete. They did not want to sink
significant funds into the project only to have it refused at the Council table. I shared some satellite
imagery with Ian to aid in our discussion which I’ve attached for your information.
There is no question that parts of the parcel are flooded or flood prone but there may be some
opportunities to mitigate the potential for flooding. As with any development they will be responsible
for managing their stormwater so it does not impact adjacent properties. It appears that flooding on
the parcel was worst in 2011 and has been receding but it has not reached the 2006 level. This would
lead me to believe that groundwater is an issue in the area.
Let me know if you’d like to discuss.
S

From: Jeremy Dela Cruz <jdelacruz@rmcormanpark.ca>
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 11:17 AM
To: Spencer McNie <Spencer.McNie@wsask.ca>
Subject: RE: Received Any Information on Parcel B, Plan 102093094; NW-34-35-5-W3
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Planning and Development
222 3rd Avenue North
Saskatoon SK S7K 0J5

www.saskatoon.ca
tel (306) 975-2645
fax (306) 975-7712

Jeremy Dela Cruz, Planner II
Rural Municipality of Corman Park No. 344
111 Pinehouse Drive
Saskatoon, SK S7K 5W1

July 5, 2021

Dear Mr. Dela Cruz:
Re:

RM of Corman Park No. 344
Parcel B, NW ¼ Section 34-34-5-W3
Discretionary Use Application: Proposed Place of Worship
The Manitoba-Saskatchewan Conference of the Seventh Day
Adventist Church
Our File No.: PL. 4240-20

Thank you for forwarding this application to the City of Saskatoon (City). The Planning
and Development Department understand the proposed discretionary use is intended for
the accommodation of a Community Facility, in this case a place of worship. The
proposed facility is located south of Saskatoon along Clarence Avenue, just south of
Grasswood Road.
The applicant is proposing an 11,000 square foot place of worship that can also be used
as a multi-purpose facility for their membership. The current congregation consists of 1520 families resulting in minimal trips to and from the facility, the majority of which will occur
on the weekend. As such, the development is not expected to have any significant
impacts on traffic volumes at this time. It was noted that there is interest in expanding the
use of the property for other events or uses in the future, a Traffic Impact Analysis may
be required at that time.
Given the development is located outside a Saskatoon future growth area, there are no
concerns with the proposed waste water and storm water management plans. We would
note however, that there is one large wetland identified near the building and parking lot
that doesn’t incorporate the entire wetland boundary as shown, it also appears to connect
to the another large wetland to the east. Attention should be taken to mitigate the risk of
flooding and to minimize risk to plants and wildlife in these areas. The report does not
identify whether there are plants or wildlife of concern in the area, these details should be
confirmed prior to development through a Natural Areas Screening prepared by a
qualified professional.
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Planning and Development
222 3rd Avenue North
Saskatoon SK S7K 0J5

www.saskatoon.ca
tel (306) 975-2645
fax (306) 975-7712

We wish to advise that there is no mention of any geotechnical investigation or
consideration of ground conditions or groundwater level in the report and therefore it is
recommended that the developer retains a geotechnical engineer to complete an
assessment of the ground and ground water conditions and provides foundation
recommendations prior to final design of the development.
The City and its partners are in the final stages of establishing the new Saskatoon North
Partnership for Growth (P4G) Planning District, which once formalized will replace the
existing Corman Park-Saskatoon Planning District. The new P4G District will include new
bylaws to facilitate development in the broader region. Any potential future development
on the site will need to comply with the new bylaws. Although this area is not currently
identified as a Future Urban Growth Area on the P4G District Land Use Map, we wish to
point out that should this area be annexed in the future, the City will be seeking payment
for the cost of any service connections.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Yours truly,

Dana Kripki, MCIP, RPP, Senior Planner II-Regional Partnerships
Planning and Development Department (306-975-1432)
(dana.kripki@saskatoon.ca)
DK:dk
cc: Rebecca Row, Director of Planning and Development, RM of Corman Park
Dave LeBoutillier, Engineering Manager, Transportation, City of Saskatoon
Twyla Yobb, Watershed Protection Manager, City of Saskatoon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

District 7 Lands App ENV
Jeremy Dela Cruz
RE: Discretionary Use Application Referral for Parcel B NW-34-35-5-W3
June 11, 2021 4:15:08 PM
NW-34-35-05 W3M Screening Report.pdf

Hi Jeremy,
I reviewed the discretionary use application in NW-34-35-05 W3M. The proposed project occurs on
grassland and wetland habitat. I completed and attached a HABISask project screening report for the
proposed subdivision The search for rare and sensitive species identified several wildlife species
with the potential to occur in the proposed work area. To prevent potential impacts to sensitive
species, it is recommended that ground disturbance activities within previously undisturbed habitat
occurs outside of the growing season and ensuring ground disturbance activities comply with the
Saskatchewan Activity Restriction Guidelines.

Robert Read, PAg
Government of Saskatchewan
Ecological Management Specialist
Ministry of Environment
102 – 112 Research Drive
Saskatoon, Canada S7K 3R3
Cell: 306-531-6752
Fax: 306-933-8442
*Proponents working under Permits/Approvals issued by the Lands Unit are expected to follow the orders from Saskatchewan’s
Chief Medical Health Officer related to Covid-19, and apply social distancing guidelines where applicable while working in the
field*
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail was intended for a specific recipient. It may contain information that is privileged,
confidential or exempt from disclosure. Privilege and confidentiality is not waived. If the reader is not the intended recipient,
use or distribution of this information is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender
by telephone or return e-mail and delete or destroy all copies of the message.

From: Jeremy Dela Cruz <jdelacruz@rmcormanpark.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 11:55 AM
To: Spencer McNie <Spencer.McNie@wsask.ca>; Clive Stromberg <Clive@skyxe.ca>; District 7 Lands
App ENV <district7landsapp@gov.sk.ca>; Vallee, Brett ENV <brett.vallee@gov.sk.ca>
Subject: Discretionary Use Application Referral for Parcel B NW-34-35-5-W3
Good Morning,
We received a discretionary use application for a Community Facility in the R.M. of Corman Park.
Please review the attachment in the email and provide any comments or concerns you may have
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Planning
Jeremy Dela Cruz
FW: Church Proposal
June 21, 2021 9:17:00 AM

Michelle Reiter
Planning Administrative Assistant
Phone: (306) 975-1648
Fax: (306) 242-6965
Mailing: 111 Pinehouse Drive, Saskatoon SK S7K 5W1

From: Evan Pachal
Sent: June 18, 2021 19:30
To: Planning
Subject: Church Proposal
Hello!
We are totally opposed to this planned church development!
However, I’m sure it will be approved and shoved down our throat like everything else lately! As a
resident of Casa Rio for 25 years, we have seen the RM do everything it can to add more and
developments in the area...
With all this added acreage development, when will we see a tax break???
My guess is “NEVER”!
Sincerely,
Evan & Jana Pachal

Evan Pachal, iSask Mortgage Brokers Inc.
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Sev. Day Adv. Church. D/U
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Angela Jamieson
Jeremy Dela Cruz
Comments on Discretionary Use: Sev. Day Adv. Church
June 12, 2021 10:54:16 PM
Comments on proposed Discretionary Use; please note that comments for or against the application are.pdf

Hi Jeremy,
Please accept the following as my comments on this application for the Seventh Day Adventist
Church:
My concern for the RM is that they have not considered the traffic implications on the
Clarence Ave/Grasswood Road intersection. I reviewed the CDR for the Edgemont Park
Estates development application and it was clear during the approval meeting that the
councillors do not adequately understand what is in these reports. The issue in the Edgemont
Park Estates CDR that applies to this development is the issue about traffic at the corner in
question. The question the traffic review needs to answer through simulation is: What do the
entrances and exits per house during high traffic time have to be in order to require changes
(e.g. lane widening or additional traffic controls)? What they did for Edgemont Park Estates
was assume that, during rush hours (I believe this was between 7-9am and 3-6pm) there would
be 1 exit per house in the morning hours and 0.5 entrances per house in the late
afternoon/evening so they reported that no additional changes to this corner would be required.
I know for my house, for instance, in the morning we have 5 entrances/exits and on some days
we have 9 entrances and exits in the late afternoon/evening. This gives me concern that the
RM needs to reconsider the traffic just to know the limitations on this corner so they can be
prepared because the estimates of 1 and 0.5 are not even in the ball park. If the tested number
was, for instance, 20, there would be more comfort knowing that there will be no required
changes to this corner.
By adding a public building where they estimate 76 vehicle trips daily (however most on the
weekend - which doesn’t make any sense, by the way) - it should maybe be quoted as 76
vehicle trips each day on the weekend and 10 per day on the weekdays for more clarity…?
Anyway, this isn’t going to make or break the already huge issue of the fully developed
Edgemont Park Estates will have. The RM needs to do a better assessment. It affects all of the
surrounding residents who are used to using this corner to enter and exit the city and has a real
potential to become a troublesome bottleneck.
As for the Seventh Day Adventist Church itself, I have no major objections, however it will
change the huge residential focus of the area which would impact the local residents a lot
more. My concern is just on the traffic that was not adequately reviewed during the Edgemont
Park Estates approval. Please do a limit test and then prepare that corner for the future.
Thank you.
I have attached the scanned form for my contact information
Thank you,
Angela Jamieson
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Parcel 166174869
Part of NW 34-35-05-W3
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New Perspective Church | Discretionary Use Application
May/2021

1.0

Applicant
On behalf of The Manitoba-Saskatchewan Conference of the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Catterall &
Wright has prepared the following discretionary use application. Correspondence can be directed to:
Devin Clarke, RPP, MCIP
1221 – 8th St East
Saskatoon, SK 0S5
(306) 343-7280
d.clarke@cwce.ca

2.0

Legal Description
Part of NW Sec.34, Twp.35, Rng.05, W3M
Plan Number: Surface Parcel 166174869
Title Number: 152925442 (Converted Title 86S28554 / 97S17780)

3.0

Existing Land Use
The land is currently vacant with no structures or uses.

4.0

Zoning
The land is zoned DCR1 within the Corman Park Saskatoon Planning District. DCR1 allows for a
Community Facility within the list of discretionary uses.

5.0

Surrounding Land Uses
The following table indicates if a specific land use exists within 1.6 km of the site:
Land Use

Within 1.6 km?

If Yes, State Distance

Residential Site

Yes

Approximately 150 m to the west is the closest
residential dwelling.

Recreation or Conservation Site

No

Industrial or Commercial Site

Yes

Sewage Lagoon or Land Fill
Urban Municipality
Stream of Large Body of Water

No
No
No

Approximately 250 m to the southwest is the
Saskatoon SPCA.
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New Perspective Church | Discretionary Use Application
May/2021

6.0

Proposed Land Use
The proposed land use is an 11,000 ft2 church (Community Facility) and associated gravel parking lot.
The building will be constructed on a slab on grade. The church will function as a multi-purpose facility
for it’s members, which is facilitated by an open floor plan rather than traditional church settings with
rows of pews. Activities aside from regular church service would be limited to youth play including typical
elementary school type sports such as board games, arts and crafts, dodge ball, ‘tag’, bean bag toss, etc.
Please see the attached site plan in Appendix A.

6.1

Operational Details
The church is intended to be open on weekends between the hours of 10:00 AM to 3:30 PM.
Approximately 15-20 families (38-50 people) are expected to attend service during open hours on
weekends. The church pastor is the only individual who will be accessing the building outside of open
hours, other than as needed maintenance work from others.
It is anticipated that youth activity nights will be scheduled approximately once every two months during
weekends. The number of attendees will be similar to those who attend regular church service. The
expected time allocation for youth activity nights is in the early evening, concluding by 9:00 PM or earlier.

6.2

Access/Parking
Access to the proposed Church will be provided at the south end of the property off Clarence Ave S. The
access point is in alignment with Prairie Ln to the west which will avoid creating an intersection offset.
The Zoning Bylaw indicates parking requirements are the greater of either one parking space for every 9
m2 (97 ft2) of gross floor area devoted to public use, or one parking space for each six seats provided for
patrons. As detailed architectural plans have not been developed yet, the latter option is not feasible to
calculate. Therefore, the former option is utilized for this application.
The parking requirements of one parking space for every 97 ft2 yield a minimum 113 parking stalls. The
attached site plan in Appendix A shows approximately 130 spaces. It is important to note that the church
is generally expected to facilitate 15-20 people on Saturdays, indicating under-utilization of the proposed
parking area. Upon further review with the RM, the applicant will make adjustments to the number of
parking spaces accordingly.

6.3

Physical Features
The site currently has two small water bodies on the north and east sides. These water bodies first
appeared in an air photo in 2011, and have been receding since then.
The site has natural vegetation growing on it with no trees.
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New Perspective Church | Discretionary Use Application
May/2021
The developers online screening tool was utilized on February 26, 2021, and it indicated the quarter
section of which this parcel is situated is not heritage sensitive.

6.4

Traffic Volumes
The trip generation estimates were established using the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip
Generation Manual (ITE Manual). The number of trips from the proposed Church were calculated by
multiplying the ITE standard trip rates with the gross floor area (GFA) of the Church. The ITE standard
trip generation rates are illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1 – Trip Generation Standard Rates
Land Use Type

Church

ITE
Code

Unit

561

1000 Sq.
Ft. GFA

AM Peak Hour
In
Out
Rate
(%)
(%)

PM Peak Hour
In
Out
Rate
(%)
(%)

Daily Trips
In
Out
Rate
(%)
(%)

0.33

0.49

6.95

60

40

45

55

50

50

The projected two-way vehicle trips anticipated to be generated from the proposed Church during the
weekday AM peak hour, PM peak hour and Daily are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 – Trip Generation Estimate from the Proposed Church
Land Use Type
Church

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

Daily Trips

Unit/
Size

Unit/
1000 Sq. ft

In

Out

Total

In

Out

Total

In

Out

Total

11000

11

2

1

4

2

3

5

38

38

76

During a weekday, the proposed Church is expected to generate 76 vehicle trips daily, 4 trips during
morning peak hour, and 5 trips during evening peak hour.
It is important to note that the estimated 76 vehicle trips daily is only based on the ITE Manual for
Churches using Code 561. A more probable outcome, based on expected usage of the church, is for
substantially less trips. The only day that may see 76 vehicle trips is Saturday.

6.5

Lighting & Signage
Lighting will be oriented in such a way that does not affect adjacent properties, the safety of motorists,
or produce unnecessary light pollution. Public access areas will be appropriate lighted to address any
safety impacts.
Any signage whether attached to the building or upon entry to the site will be in adherence with the
Corman Park Saskatoon Zoning Bylaw regulations. A development permit application will be submitted
for any sign that requires a permit.
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New Perspective Church | Discretionary Use Application
May/2021

6.6

Potable Water
A memorandum of agreement was signed on March 4, 2021, between the New Perspective Seventh-Day
Adventist Church and Lost River Water Co. Ltd., establishing terms for potable water supply on the
proposed development site. Water demand will be calculated during detailed design and provisions will
be made accordingly for onsite storage and pumping as needed. The recommended minimum storage is
equal to the average daily consumption if no fire suppression is required, or twice the average daily
consumption if fire suppression is required.

6.7

Waste Water
There is currently no communal wastewater system for this development to connect to; therefore, the
proposed wastewater solution for this development is individual septic tank or septic field. An approved
sewage permit is provided in Appendix B. The general location of the septic system is shown on the site
plan in Appendix A.
The estimated wastewater generated by the development will be calculated based on the Saskatchewan
Wastewater Disposal Guide.

6.8

Storm Water Management
A topographical survey of the 10-acre (4.05 ha) site was conducted using RTK GPS equipment to
determine the relative elevations within the site boundaries. The site generally drains from south to
north with some natural low areas. No surface water was present at the time of survey (March 1, 2021).
The topography is relatively flat with an average slope estimated at 0.31%. The survey indicates that the
subject site and adjacent property to the east are natural low areas/runoff collection areas. Without
conducting a larger investigation, is difficult to determine if the low areas fill and spill at a peak water
elevation.
The site area totals 4.05 ha. Table 1 summarizes the predevelopment surfacing type and associated
runoff coefficient, C.
Table 3: Pre-Development Runoff Conditions
Surfacing Type

Area (m2)

Runoff Coefficient, C (2 Year)

Undeveloped

40,500

0.1

TOTAL

40,500

0.10

Historical aerial photos were reviewed to observe water coverage in the natural low areas. Three years
of aerial photography are shown below: 2020, 2014, 2006. Although the survey indicated that no water
was present, the 2020 photo should depict typical summer ponding conditions. 2014 was selected to
indicate the maximum ponding that this site has likely seen as the Saskatoon area experienced heavy
rainfall that led to extensive flooding and high groundwater tables.
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New Perspective Church | Discretionary Use Application
May/2021
Figure 1: 2020 Site Aerial Imagery
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New Perspective Church | Discretionary Use Application
May/2021
Figure 2: 2014 Site Aerial Imagery
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New Perspective Church | Discretionary Use Application
May/2021
Figure 3: 2006 Site Aerial Imagery

Historical aerial photos indicate that the natural low areas have fluctuated in water levels from nearly no
water in the area in 2006, to significant ponding in 2014, and back to lower ponding levels in 2020. It is
relevant to note that the property to the east appears to take on larger ponding volumes than the subject
site. This may indicate that the localized ponding areas on the subject site fill and spill towards the east
into larger localized low areas.
The estimated Predevelopment 2yr and 100yr runoff from the subject site is 0.056m3/s and 1.158m3/s
respectively. Runoff water ponds in the localized areas and evaporates throughout the year. Annual
Average Precipitation (AAP) for the area is estimated to be 25.4 cm (10 inches), and the Average Annual
Evaporation (AAE) is estimated at 60 cm (24 inches); therefore, a net reduction in water levels of 35 cm
(14 inches) is expected. Nevertheless, site development should be restricted to the southern half of this
property to maintain the natural runoff storage in the area.
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New Perspective Church | Discretionary Use Application
May/2021

6.8.1

Storm Water Management Strategy

A preliminary site plan has been prepared for the proposed development property. The proposed
development consists of a building approximately 1,020 m2 (11,000 sq. ft.) and gravel parking lot and
access with an approximate area of 5,225 m2. As per RM requirements, the development parcel is
expected to have its own storm water management system to limit flow off of the property to that of its
predevelopment flow conditions. Since this site appears to not have its own natural outlet, it is suggested
that it utilize existing or create new storage areas to store runoff. These areas should be sized to allow
them to function as evaporation ponds, assuming that no outlet will be approved for the development
parcel. Table 2 summarizes the post-development lot summary and their associated runoff coefficient,
C factor:
Table 4: Post-Development Runoff Conditions
Surfacing Type

Area (m2)

Runoff Coefficient, C (2 Year)

Building

1,020

0.95

Gravel Parking Lot/Access

5,220

0.50

Ponding Areas

5,560

0.10

Undeveloped

28,700

0.10

Post Development flows 2yr 0.090m3/s and 1.27m3/s
The estimated post-development 2yr and 100yr runoff from the subject site is 0.090m3/s and 1.27m3/s
respectively. At the time of survey, no water was present in the natural low areas (proposed ponding
areas) and they had a rough elevation of 500.30 m. The post development condition was modeled for a
1:100 yr storm event resulting in a ponding depth of approximately 360 mm and an elevation of 500.660.
If we were to add the AAP for the area in addition to the runoff generated from a 1:100yr storm event,
the water elevation in the low areas would be estimated to be 500.910 m. This would be an estimated
peak water elevation as the AAE of 60 cm would reduce this ponding level to 500.310 m. The current
ground elevation at the proposed building location is between 501.500 and 502.500, well above the
1:100 yr ponding elevation.

6.9

Shallow Utilities
Natural gas, power, and telecommunication lines are available on Clarence Ave S. Crown Corporations
will be contacted for detailed design drawings at the development permit application phase.

6.10

Solid Waste
Loraas Disposal can provide solid waste collection for the site. For context, the proposed development
is in close proximity to the RM’s South Saskatoon Landfill.
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7.0

Closing
We trust all information has been provided within this report. If there are any questions regarding the
application, please contact the undersigned.
Respectfully submitted,
Catterall & Wright
Per:

Devin Clarke, RPP, MCIP
306-291-1668
d.clarke@cwce.ca
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Appendix A
Site Plan
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Appendix B
Sewage Permit Application Request
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Appendix C
Water Security Agency – Permit to Conduct Ground Water Investigation
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Appendix D
Potable Water Memorandum of Agreement
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SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH

Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Conference

310 Quill
Crescent,
New
Perspective
Saskatoon SK, S7K 4V4
www.NewPerspectiveCommunity.
ca

September 23, 2020
To Whom It May Concern,

The New Perspective Community is part of Manitoba-Saskatchewan Conference of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church, a non-profit and religious organization. It is a division of the
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, which is a world-wide organization of over
21,000,000 members.
The New Perspective Community launched in the spring of 2017, as a home-based church,
focusing on supporting and servicing families with children. As the group grew the New
Perspective Community started renting the gym of the Riverside Christian School, in Saskatoon.
Today, with a congregation of 48 people, the New Perspective Community is searching for a
place where families with children can spend part of their Saturdays worshiping, in an open,
friendly and safe environment, close to the city limits.
After some search and discussion, the New Perspective Community members concluded that
the parcel (NW 34-35-5-W3) on Clarence in Corman Park RM would provide a suitable place for
our faith community.
The plan is to build a structure that is similar in style and construction to the first phase of
Lakeview Church in Saskatoon (picture attached at end). Exact dimensions will depend on
construction costs but the plan is to build a 80 x 140 main building.
The move of the New Perspective Community to the Clarence parcel would not create a
negative impact on the neighbourhood. The Community Facility would be open to the public on
Saturdays during our worship hours of 10:30 AM to 3:30 PM. The traffic volume during the week
would be limited to one or two cars per day. The part-time pastor and caretaker would be the
only people coming to the property during the week. On Saturdays, between the hours of 10:30
AM and 3:30 PM, the estimated traffic would be around 15 to 20 vehicles, parked within the
property. Parking would be located adjacent to the building and would expect to have parking
spots for about 25-30 vehicles to ensure there is sufficient parking. Ingress and egress would be
at the existing approach but expanded, to safely accommodate both directions of traffic, to a
dimension to be confirmed by engineers but roughly 20 feet.
The water supply for the parcel is not yet finalized. We have been in contact with Lost River
Water and have the ability to attach into their system. We have also been in discussion with
Wellen boring about an onsite well, they feel there is high likelihood of water on site but test
holes have not been drilled. Once the discretionary use application is approved the drilling will
commence after discussion with the RM. We estimate the consumption of 100-150 liters of
water per week.
Serving Manitoba, Saskatchewan & Nunavut Territory
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We have a plans to install an enviro septic system by S & A Excavation LTD. This will be
located on high ground on the property as is required by Sask Health, which is either the south
or west borders of the property.
For the disposal of solid waste generated, we would hire a disposal company to pick up the
garbage and dispose of excess waste ourselves by bringing it to the landfill.
The property has existing surface water on it and we have plans to manage the water with no
impact of the neighbours. S & A excavation has advised on a pond that would be created on low
ground in the north/east area of the property which would be approximately 1 acre in surface
area and dug to a sufficient depth to accommodate all possible water that would drain from the
acreage. The pond would be fenced to ensure safety not only for our own community but also
for that of the community.
We have no immediate plans for signage. In the future however, we anticipate an unlit sign that
would not exceed 4x6 or the RM limit for signage and would be situated within the property. We
would intend to plant a significant number of trees on the property enhancing the beauty and
appeal of the parcel but also of the whole area as is consistent with the acreages that have
already been established in the area. The specific landscaping plan is not yet fully developed
but would include perimeter blue spruce trees as well as dogwood shrubs.

The New Perspective Community aims to support the neighbourhood, being a partner directly
involved in initiatives promoted by the Rural Municipality of Corman Park, and if possible, the
plans of our own neighbourhood. The New Perspective Community seeks to provide an open,
friendly, kind, and communicative relationship with our potential neighbours as we interact and
do life together in the area.
Should you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Douglas Pereira
Pastor
(639) 471-0436
dpereira@mansaskadventist.ca
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10. Textual Amendments:
None
11. Other:
a) R.M. Staffing Update
Effective July 30, 2021, Brittney Beckie is no longer with the R.M. planning department as she
is pursuing a new opportunity with the City of Saskatoon. Discussions on her replacement as
Secretary to the DPC are underway, however at this time no major impact on the DPC operations
are anticipated, the role will continue to be filled by a Corman Park staff member as per the
terms of the District Planning agreement.
Ken Kolb is the new R.M. Administrator as of August 9, 2021. Ken has previous experience in
municipal and provincial senior leadership roles, most recently with the Town of White City as
Town Manager.
Recommendation:
“That the R.M. staffing update be received as information.”
12. Adjournment
Respectfully Submitted,
Rebecca Row, RPP, MCIP
Director of Planning & Development
rrow@rmcormanpark.ca
(306) 975-1654

Adam Toth, RPP, MCIP
Senior Planner
atoth@rmcormanpark.ca
(306) 975-0208

Kylie McLean, RPP, MCIP
Senior Planner
kmclean@rmcormanpark.ca
(306) 975-2135

Jeremy Dela Cruz
Planner II
jdelacruz@rmcormanpark.ca
(306) 978-6451

Jessica Mitchell, RPP, MCIP
Planner II
jmitchell@rmcormanpark.ca
(306) 978-6465

Cory Boudreau, RPP, MCIP
Planner II
cboudreau@rmcormanpark.ca
(306) 975-1665

Michelle Reiter
Planning Administrative Assistant
mreiter@rmcormanpark.ca
(306) 975-1648

Kristie Muzyka
Planner I
kmuzyka@rmcormanpark.ca
(306) 975-1646

Heidi Hamilton
Development Officer
hhamilton@rmcormanpark.ca
(306) 975-2137
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